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Abstract—Following the rapid spread and evolution of the
novel Corona virus starting in December 2019, the lack of a vaccine or a medication that proved to be effective for Covid-19 was
addressed as a major concern by the World Health Organization
(WHO), the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [1]. Accordingly, physicians from countries like China and Korea rushed
to provide some potential treatment for Covid-19 from their
experience in treating patients of the novel Coronavirus - they
used antiviral medications like lopinavir, ritonavir, chloroquine,
hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin, interferon, remdesivir, sofosbuvir,
nitazoxanide, favipiravir, ivermectin, etc. [1]–[3]. These drugs
showed improvement in conditions of Covid-19 patients when
used individually, or sometimes using a combination of multiple
of them. This does not mean that any combinations of these
drugs could be beneficial. Some combinations can be lethal and
may lead to increasing health risks or mortality. The drugs are
being used in vitro (i.e., on cells in a laboratory for experiments)
and vivo (i.e., on humans or animals as clinical trials). In vitro
analysis, the chemical structure of the drug and the disease are
analyzed to generate a hypothesis on the performance of the
drug, then the hypothesis is tested in vivo to measure the actual
performance of the drug on a living creature. Although these
drugs showed promising results with proper dosage, overdose
and incorrect combination with other drugs sometimes proved to
be lethal. The effectiveness and side-effects of some of these drugs
as reported by recent researchers and trials are described in this
paper. We address some related research questions concerning
the side effects of the covered drugs and their interaction
with other drugs based on some well tested results extracted
from approved websites of drug-drug interactions. The findings
are interesting and confirmed favipiravir as the most effective
and safe compared to the others, and this coincides with and
supports the announcement by Turkish Ministry of Health where
favipiravir has been used in treating COVID-19 patients since the
early days.
Index Terms—COVID-19, Drug-Drug interaction, side effects,
infectious disease.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Inhabitants are subject to be exposed to and infected by
various viruses leading to mild or severe diseases which
may result in hospitalization and may ultimately end up with
mortality or long-term disability. Thanks to pharmacological
companies who since early days invested huge in developing
drugs that have demonstrated effectiveness in the treatment
of most of the diseases encountered so far, though not all
drugs have been equally effective. However, no effective drug
has been announced for the cure of many serious and lifethreatening disease like COVID-19, HIV, cancer, etc. Some of

these diseases are transmittal and infectious like HIV [4], [7]
and COVID-19, while others are not like Cancer [5].
Regardless of whether a disease is transmittal or not, it is
essential to have or (if does not exist) to develop effective
drugs to save lives of people infected and to avoid or stop the
wide spread of a disease into an epidemic or a pandemic [6].
However, developing a new drug is tedious, time and effort
consuming challenge through all of its stages from lab development to actual approval and usage on a mass. Consequently,
it is encouraged and highly welcomed to try to adapt or
reposition some existing drugs [8] which have been proven
effectiveness in the treatment of existing known diseases to
treat emerging diseases which may share some symptoms or
genetic mutations with already known and almost completely
understood diseases.
Drug repositioning is a research area which has attracted
considerable attention in the past decades [8]. It has been
demonstrated effective for a number of emerging diseases.
COVID-19 is one such disease which since it was detected
in China in late December 2019 has attracted the attention of
governments, healthcare professionals, and normal people at
all levels. It may be considered as the most serious source
of fear and death globally since the end of the second world
war. It has been spreading widely and swiftly without clear
anticipation of its causes or ways for effective treatment [3].
Avoiding the COVID-19 associated virus or stopping its
spread is beyond discussion at this stage though some countries like Turkey have achieved great noteworthy success by
tracing infected cases and all potential contacts [3]. Local and
global governments have implemented some measures [9] to
at least slow down the spread of the virus. These include
locking down shopping malls, places of worship, restaurants,
coffee shops, travel ban, shutting down university campuses
and schools at all levels, etc. Though these measures have
shown some effectiveness when they were applied seriously
and the population helped officials in implementing them, still
there has always been a need for an effective drug to treat
infected persons who may range from mild to severe. Most of
the latter cases have been admitted to an intensive care unit
to be watched closely with ventilation. Indeed, the ventilation
equipment has been announced as a major scarce resource
desperately needed for a large number of COVID-19 patients.
We have witnessed some countries prioritizing patients to put
on ventilation machines leaving hopeless cases to face their
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fate; this has been mostly a tragedy for elderly and seniors
who passed away. Actually, the sudden emergence of COVID19 and its fast widespread had revealed the weaknesses in the
healthcare systems of many countries, including well developed Western countries where exhibition centers, sport arenas,
etc. were turned into temporal hospitals to accommodate more
severe cases.
Luckily, it did not take researchers and practitioners long
to analyze the genetic properties of COVID-19, linking it to
other existing similar diseases [2] like seasonal flu, pneumonia, malaria, SARS, MARS, etc. Indeed, COVID-19 had
several predecessor viruses which may share several common
symptoms and hence their treatment plans might enlighten
the discovery of drugs and vaccines from COVID-19. These
include, the Spanish epidemic, influenza pandemics and most
recently SARS, MARS, N1H1 pandemics, among many other.
This has stimulated another stream of research to investigate
the opportunity to go for drug repositioning [9] by adapting
some of the drugs which have been proven effective for
diseases which share some symptoms with COVID-19. Some
of these drugs have been addressed in this research.
This study will namely consider Ribavirin, Chloroquine,
Ritonavir, Azathioprine, Favipiravi, and Hydroxychloroquine.
Their side effects will be addressed along with their effectiveness in treating COVID-19 patients from a wide spectrum of cases ranging from mild to severe. This may be
needed to look into because the effectiveness of a drug
may diminish with severity of the cases or vice versa. This
task will be accomplished by incorporating drug interactions
extracted from University of Liverpool site: https://www.
covid19-druginteractions.org/checker. For this study, the drugdrug-interactions will be used to identify the nature of a
relationship between two drugs. In particular, the investigation
will try to address as much as possible of the following
research questions related to each of the COVID-19 drugs
mentioned above:
• Which other drugs could be effectively used in combination with the given drug?
• What are the most commonly witnessed side effects in
connection with the usage of the specific drug?
• What is the relationship between the level of side effects
and the risk level of the specific drug?
The findings are interesting and revealed some valuable information in support of healthcare officials who have been
desperately defending the effectiveness of some existing drugs
for treating COVID-19 patients.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
International organizations like WHO, CDC and FDA have
been seeking a treatment for COVID-19 which continues to
be the most threatening encountered virus. As domain experts
in drug and vaccine development have almost agreed that a
new drug or vaccine is not expected to be developed in the
near future. Some anticipated at least a year to pass until a
vaccine could be used. This motivated healthcare professionals
and researchers to investigate whether some existing drugs
could be adopted for the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

Fig. 1: Figure 1: A screen shot of the COVID-19 Drug Interactions Website
developed by the University of Liverpool.

The literature has reported a large number of existing drugs
which have been used by various countries and healthcare
communities to treat COVID-19 patients. The list includes
antiviral medications like lopinavir, ritonavir, chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin, interferon, remdesivir, sofosbuvir,
nitazoxanide, favipiravir, ivermectin, etc. [1]–[3].
From the list, this study will concentrate on drugs which
have been reported effective to either confirm their effectiveness or to highlight the risks associated with them. Inspiring
from the daily announcement of the Turkish Minister of Health
who always emphasizes the usage of an algorithm in their daily
process, we have decided to develop our own algorithm for
this task. Al algorithm is a sequence of steps once completed
will lead to an outcome to be evaluated and reveal some
knowledge.
The Algorithm: The process employed in this study consists
of the following steps:
1) Decide on the drugs to be investigated in correlation
with COVID-19 treatment
2) Use trusted and publicly available websites to retrieve
the targeted data related to the specified drugs. This
includes Drug-drug interactions and the side effects item
Summarize the retrieved data for informative analysis.
item Compare the outcome related to each of the investigated drugs.
The two main sites used by the algorithm are:
1) COVID-19 Drug Interactions Website developed by the
University of Liverpool and shown in Figure 1, where
a user can select the drugs he/she is interested in to get
the consequences of their interaction, if any.
2) Drugs.com Website depicted in Figure 2. This site allows
a user to retrieve a variety of information about drugs
he/she is interested in.
III. F INDINGS
Five COVID-19 related drugs, namely, Favipiravir, Chloroquine, Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir/ritonavir and Ribavirin
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TABLE I: Table I: 50 from the 512 drugs which have interaction with the five drugs: Favipiravir, Chloroquine, Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir/ritonavir and
Ribavirin that are used in treating COVID-19 patients. Drug combinations may have been assessed either by studying them or within the product label, or
an interaction may have been predicted based on the metabolic profiles of the drugs, where 1 means no clinically significant interaction expected, 2 means
potential clinically significant interaction that is likely to require additional monitoring, alteration of drug dosage or timing of administration, 3 means
potential interaction likely to be of weak intensity; additional action/monitoring or dosage adjustment is unlikely to be required; and 4 means the two drugs
should not be co-administered

have been selected from the COVID-19 interactions website
to find their influence on existing 512 drugs. The full list
Considering the four categories of interactions between
drugs as mentioned in the caption of Table I, Figure 3 shows in
relation to the five studied drugs a summary of the distribution
of the retrieved 512 drugs into each of the four categories.
The bar chart and the associated table clearly show how
favipiravir and ribavirin are better than the others for not
having negative effect with high risk. The bar chart shows
how each two of the five drugs interact. Here, favipiravir looks
the best among the five. This may better support the positive
declaration by Turkish health Authorities regarding favipiravir.
Here, it is worth sharing in Table II the interactions of the top

50 drugs from the University of Liverpool with the considered
five COVID-19 related drugs. The ranking has been produced
based on the interaction scores of favipiravir which is different
from the others in the sense that it does not have any score
of value 4, and only two of the top drugs on the list have a
score of value 4 linked to other drugs. This may be a good
indicator regarding the effectiveness of favipiravir.
Concerning the side effects of the considered COVID-19
drugs, they may be summarized as follows from the drugs.com
website shown in Figure 2. First, it is important to mention that
the website did not return any side effects for Favipiravir. No
other site has been tried because Favipiravir has been reported
to have positive impact on COVID-19 patients in Turkey; its
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TABLE II: Table II: A list of the top drugs interacting with Favipiravir, which has been reported by healthcare professionals as one of the most successful
drug in treating COVID-19 patients, these are the top 50 from the 512 drugs which have interaction with the five drugs: Favipiravir, Chloroquine,
Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir/ritonavir and Ribavirin that are used in treating COVID-19 patients. Drug combinations may have been assessed either by a
study or within the product label, or an interaction may have been predicted based on the metabolic profiles of the drugs, where 1 means no clinically
significant interaction expected, 2 means potential clinically significant interaction that is likely to require additional monitoring, alteration of drug dosage or
timing of administration, 3 means potential interaction likely to be of weak intensity; additional action/monitoring or dosage adjustment is unlikely to be
required; and 4 means the two drugs should not be co-administered

side effects may not be considered to have high risk.
Commonly reported side effects of ribavirin include
hemolytic anemia, decreased hemoglobin, insomnia, dyspnea,
lack of concentration, emotional lability, and irritability. Other
side effects include nervousness. Lopinavir/ritonavir may lead
to changes in food taste, fat redistribution in the body, diarrhea,
insulin resistance, high blood sugar levels, high cholesterol or
triglyceride levels, liver problems, nausea, vomiting, rash, and
jaundice. Hydroxychloroquine is linked to headache, dizziness, diarrhea, stomach cramps, vomiting blurred vision or
other vision changes, heart disease, severe hypoglycemia, sore
throat, among others. Chloroquine may have the following
side effects: loss of appetite, mild dizziness, mild diarrhea,

clumsiness, mild headache, nausea or stomach cramps, unusual
behavior or mood changes, severe diarrhea vision problems or
blurred vision, etc. Some more details have been added to the
discussion section.
IV. D ISCUSSION
This section covers more details related to four of the
COVID-19 drugs considered in this study. Again, favipiravir
has been left out because it is a clear winner from all the
information reported above in this study.
Ribavirin:: Given its effectiveness and availability, ribavirin
is one of the antiviral drugs that have been suggested by
the physicians with different dosages and sometimes with
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Fig. 2: A screen shot of the Drugs.com Website where it is possible to
retrieve a lot of information about drugs, including their side-effects.

other medications for Covid-19 treatment [10]. The effect of
Ribavirin in the analysis of RdRp protein encoding sequences
(i.e., protein for RNA-based viruses) of coronavirus shows that
Ribavirin can tightly bind with the RdRp of Covid-19 that can
reduce the spread of the viral infection [21]. Different dosages
from 500mg to 2g for 8 to 10 days showed efficacy in Covid19 treatment. The attractions of Ribavirin may be listed as
follows [1], [10], [11]:
• It is very effective on RNA or DNA viruses that cause
multiple organ infections.
• It is useful on acute respiratory syndrome, or pneumonia,
and it reduces the chance of the infection causing organ
failures.
• A combination of Ribavirin and Corticosteroids shows
initial improvement of fever and pneumonia.
• It is also effective for viral hemorrhagic fever caused
by damage in the complete vascular system (i.e., a
severe multisystem syndrome effecting multiple organs
simultaneously).
• A combination of Ribavirin and Lopinavir or Ritonavir
is more effective than the combination of Ribavirin and
Corticosteroids in case of prolonging the infections of
various organs.
• The usage of Ribavirin showed 2.16 times more effectiveness in curing the viral infections for Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV).
• Viral replication maybe blocked, and this increased the
survival rate of MERS-CoV patients by reducing the
amount of intensive care unit admissions compared to
patients on other medications.
• A combination of Lopinavir/Ritonavir, Ribavirin, and
IFN-α2a showed very impressive results for a case study
on MERS-CoV patients.
Some of its side effects may be listed as follows:
• Hemolysis (i.e., destruction of red blood cells) is one of
the adverse effects which increases bilirubin or decreases
haptoglobin in blood by 1.5 times.
• It causes 2 g/dL decrease in hemoglobin level leading to
Anemia.
• Acute liver toxicity by increased transaminases leading to
liver damage is one severe side-effect. Ribavirin increases

aspartate aminotransferase or alanine aminotransferase by
1.5 folds.
It affects children with abnormalities in rental functions
(i.e., creatinine clearance and serum creatinine below or
above a specific range).
Children can suffer from fever, fatigue, headache and
neutropenia (i.e., low concentration in a type of white
blood cell).
Decreased level of hemoglobin in blood can cause severe
heart damage in children.
Recurrent fevers, severe respiratory conditions, radiographic lesions, watery diarrhea are some adverse effects
of a combination of Ribavirin and Corticosteroids.

Chloroquine:: Chloroquine is one of the mostly suggested
drugs for Covid-19 treatment; it is characterized by low
cost [12]. It has been used for malaria and other autoimmune
diseases for the last 70 years. It is an antimalarial drug that
reduces infections caused by viruses and has been effective
in Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), chikungunya,
autoimmune and chronic diseases [13], [14]. Results of clinical
trials on different numbers of Covid-19 patients divided into
intervention (i.e., Chloroquine treatment) and comparison (i.e.,
other treatments) groups showed promising outcome in case
of body temperature, respiratory system, co-infections, nucleic
acid conversion rate, recovery time, mortality rate etc. [15]. A
dosage of 500mg for 10 days showed improvements in Covid19 patients. As Chloroquine has toxicity property, it can be
either used for a short period with high dosage or a long period
with low dosage [16]. The basic highlights of Chloroquine can
be listed as follows [13], [15]–[18]:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

It can interfere and reduce the virus entry to cells,
virus life cycle, virus replication to different body parts,
translations of virus proteins to reduce the effect of a
virus on human body.
It increases cell fusions by changing the level of endosomal pH that reduces viral infections.
The communication between cells and plasma membrane
by cellular receptors or membrane recycling due to
Covid-19 is reduced by Chloroquine interference which
decreases the spread of the virus in the whole body.
A standard dose of Chloroquine can reduce the virus
replication process which in turn reduces the entry of
Covid-19 to cells, and hence decreases the damage in
tissues and lungs.
As Chloroquine can reach the tissues of every organ of
the body (specially the lungs), it can enhance the viral
infections drastically.
It can reduce the fever caused by Covid-19 rapidly.
It can improve lung conditions and pneumonia.
Recovery time for Covid-19 patients treated with Chloroquine is considerably less that other treatments.
It improves the immune system by activating the necessary cells, proteins and creating anti-inflammatory responses of cells.

Some ‘side-effects’ of Chloroquine may be listed as follows [14]–[16], [18]–[20]:
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Fig. 3: Figure 3. A bar graph showing how the COVID-19 website show in Figure 1 identified correlations between drugs from neutral (1) to very risky (4)
– refer to the caption of Table I.

Fig. 4: Figure 4. A bar chart showing risk level of the interaction between each pair of the five COVID-19 drugs considered in this study.

•

•

•
•

•

•

It can lead to cardiovascular disorders, bradycardia (i.e.,
low heart rate), prolonged QT interval (i.e., measurements of electrical properties of heart) with incorrect
dosage [14]–[16], [18].
Blood disorders like anemia, electrolyte imbalance,
thrombocytopenia (i.e., low amount of blood platelet),
leukopenia (i.e., low amount of white blood cells), hypotension (i.e., low blood pressure) are possible sideeffects of Chloroquine.
It can cause damage to liver functions.
Renal dysfunction is another adverse effect of Chloroquine.
Long term Chloroquine treatment can cause rheumatoid
arthritis by creating painful swellings in small joints.
Vision loss and irreversible retinal damage can be caused
by long term overdose of Chloroquine as it reacts to the
retinal pigment melanin, inner and outer layers of retina,
chronic exposure of light absorption and photo reception.

Visual impairments like diplopia or double vision can be
caused by combination of Chloroquine with other drugs.
• A combination of chloroquine with antidepressants may
lead to psychological impairments.
• Its overdose affects the central nervous system. Overdosage can lead to gastrointestinal and neurological issues, arrhythmia and blood disorders within only few
hours of overdose. Overdose of Chloroquine can also lead
to death of the patients with mild or severe respiratory
failure.
• It can cause obesity in patient.
• Its poisoning in children is a potential risk of overdose
that can lead to death in extreme cases of toxicity.
Lopinavir–Ritonavir:: Ritonavir is a drug mostly used for
HIV related diseases, but it is also used for SARS and
MERS [11]. It interrupts the structures of the core proteins of
the virus, while helps to produce non-infectious virus components to reduce the virus infections. It increases the immunity
•
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of the body and decreases the virus cells in blood. The
non-structural protein of Covid-19 called 3C-like proteases
are responsible for virus replication and Ritonavir attacks
that protein to reduce the virus replication and to produce
more immature, non-infectious virus cells [22]. 400/100 mg
Lopinavir–Ritonavir for 14 days is suggested; that can work
similar to a standard care system [23]. The basic attractions
of Ritonavir can be listed as follows: [23]–[26]
• It can help patients at early stage of Covid-19 with less
severe symptoms to control the severity of the disease.
• It can reduce viral loads in blood, and treats the infections
caused by Covid-19.
• Mortality rate can be decreased with Lopinavir–Ritonavir
treatment within a shorter period of intensive care unit
treatment.
• It potentially reduces recovery time for Covid-19 patients.
• It helps decreasing the body temperature rapidly by
recovering from fever.
• It can reduce the abnormalities in blood components
like white blood cells, lymphocytes, C-reactive proteins,
platelets, hemoglobin, granulocytes etc.
• It reduces the recovery time for Covid-19 patients by
almost 3 days.
• It reduces the effect of pneumonia
• A combination of Ribavirin and Lopinavir–Ritonavir can
reduce the risk of respiratory distress leading to death for
patients with Covid-19.
• A combination of three drugs Interferon beta-1b,
Lopinavir–Ritonavir, and Ribavirin can be more effective
in case of recovery time and virus replication.
Some ‘side-effects’ of Ritonavir may be listed as follows [11], [16], [18], [26], [27]
• It increases bilirubin levels in patients.
• It causes liver damage for patients with severe liver
diseases or hepatic insufficiency.
• It has an adverse effect on children suffering from jaundice as Ritonavir can increase the bilirubin level and
effect the jaundice.
• A higher degree cardiac block, sinus bradycardia (i.e.,
lower heart rate) or prolonged QT interval (i.e., measurements of electrical properties of heart) are possible with
Ritonavir overdose.
• It may cause hypokalemia (i.e., low potassium level in
blood).
• Patients can suffer from rash, nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea
• It can lead to gastrointestinal damages.
Hydroxychloroquine:: Hydroxychloroquine is an available
antimalarial drug. It is a derivative of Chloroquine with less
toxic side-effects, hence can be used for longer period for treatments [28]. The N-diethyl group of Chloroquine is replaced
by a side chain of N-hydroxyethyl making it more soluble into
body [29]. Hydroxychloroquine also increases the pH level to
reduce virus replication and infection, but also increases the
immune system protein (i.e., toll-like receptors) and decreases
the proteins that communicate for virus transmission. A 400mg
daily dose of Hydroxychloroquine for 5 to 6 days is normally

suggested for Covid-19 [1], [30]. The basic characteristics of
Hydroxychloroquine can be listed as follows [28]–[30]• It can decrease the body temperature/fever and cough in
less time.
• Pneumonia, lung damages and other respiratory issues
improve significantly by Hydroxychloroquine treatment.
• Quick recovery from viral infections can be achieved by
Hydroxychloroquine.
• Visual impairments due to Hydroxychloroquine are less
severe than Chloroquine.
• It prevents receptor binding and fusion of membranes to
reduce the entry of Covid-19 virus.
• Covid-19 spread can be prevented, and the viral replications can be reduced by Hydroxychloroquine at early
stages of coronavirus.
• It is less likely to create infectious complications like
immunosuppressant drugs.
• It can be used on pregnant patients with autoimmune
diseases; it is a potential drug for pregnant women with
Covid-19 [31].
• Congenital heart blocks (i.e., heart blocks due to a
structural birth defect of heart) can be prevented with
Hydroxychloroquine.
Some ‘side-effects’ of Hydroxychloroquine are as follows:
• It may cause abnormalities in liver functions.
• Rash, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, headache are some
common side-effects of Hydroxychloroquine.
• Vision impairment like retinopathy (i.e., damage in retina)
or blurring are possible side-effects of long-term Hydroxychloroquine overdose.
• It sometimes shows prolonged QT interval (i.e., measurements of electrical properties of heart) and cardiac arrests
in patients.
• Severe renal damages are potential adverse effects of
Hydroxychloroquine.
• It can increase the risk of arrhythmia in Covid-19 patients.
V. C ONCLUSION
As concluding remark, it is obvious that some of the existing
drugs could be repositioned or repurposed to be adapted to
treat COVID-19 patients. Though favipiravir has shown the
best results in some countries like Turkey, other drugs like
ribavirin and Hydroxychloroquine have already been reported
successful by other countries. This requires some deep investigation to determine whether there are particular reasons
associated with the healthcare system in the specific country,
the body characteristics and genetics of people living in each
country which make a specific drug more useful for them than
for those who live in other countries.
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